A deductive database system PACADE (Protein Atomic Coordinate Analyzer with Deductive Engine) has been developed for protein structure analysis. With this system, super-secondary structures described in logical and declarative rules can be retrieved effectively. For protein structure analysis, comparison of local structures in different proteins is a necessary mean. A function to search for similar structures has, therefore been added to the PACADE system. We describe herein the result of searches for topological similar structures and three dimensionally similar ones. A user of PACADE can select these two levels of similarities by changing parameters. This function enables the inference system to retrieve similar structures, according to the restrains of variables defined by the user. Similar super-secondary structures among proteins can be searched for automatically, which is useful for protein structure analysis. The retrieved similar super-secondary structures can serve as criteria for protein spatial alignment.
INTRODUCTION
Crystallographic determined atomic coordinates of protein are preserved in Brookhaven's Protein Data Bank(PDB) (Bernstein et. al., 1977) . Many structures stored in PDB revealed that proteins can adopt the same fold, despite different sequences. It is now possible to estimate the number of fold type, using several approaches (Chothia, 1992 , Orengo et al, 1994 . In proportion to size of the PDB, a comparison should lead to an increased understanding of the principles of protein structure. If proteins are grouped according to basic sub-structure, more detailed information on the relationship between structure and function can be acquired. Available approaches to automatic determination of basic sub-structures families of proteins leave much to be desired.
A number of automated methods for protein structure comparisons have been developed, using different representations of structure, definitions of similarity measure and optimization algorithms (Mitchell et al., 1989 , Taylor and Orengo, 1989 , Sali and Blundell, 1990 , Subbrao and Haneef, 1991 , Vriend and Sander, 1991 , Barakat and Dean, 1991 , Fischer et al., 1992 , Alexandrov et al., 1992 , Jones et al, 1992 , Holm and Sander, 1993 , Orengo et al, 1993 , Orengo et al., 1994 , Mizuguchi and Go, 1995 . These methods have been categorized broadly into two approaches: one is to find similar local structures by numerical comparisons of structures among different proteins. A typical method categorized in this approach is to use calculation of the inter-atomic root mean square distance (Holm and Sander, 1993) . The other is to retrieve characteristic local structures from protein structures using a logical representation of structure. Gray et. al. (1990) searched hydrophobic micro domains in protein using an object oriented database. Rawlings (1989) constructed a system that can retrieve super-secondary structures described in Prolog and Hutchinson and Thornton (1993) extracted, classified and analyzed the Greek key motif in protein.
The deductive database system (Lloyd, 1987, Bancilhon and Ramakrishnan, 1989 ) is a logic programming system required to handle large amounts of data. Unlike Prolog, it always computes all answers without a description of the control by users and always terminates. The PACADE has the relational database that stores primary, secondary and tertiary structures converted from PDB, and the inference system DEE .In PACADE, biological hypotheses can be written in logical and declarative rules and checked through the inference function.
Here, we adopted a rule based on an evaluating system, using deductive inference functions and we are developing the database system PACADE(Protein Atomic
Coordinate Analyzer with Deductive Engine) for analyzing three dimensional and secondary structures, without complicated calculations of atomic coordinate (Kuhara et al. 1991) . Our previous study showed that this system effectively retrieves the supersecondary structures consisting of α-helices and/or β-strands described in rules (Satou et al. 1993a ). The super-secondary structure has been defined as a local associate of secondary structures. The most super-secondary structures, such as hairpin, meander, Greek Key and jelly roll, show a stratified relation. Some super-secondary structures found in only certain kinds of protein do have specific functions. We used rules based on topology of the super-secondary structure because it is difficult to define a three dimensional shape. As there may be structures that have different, three dimensional shapes but the same topology, differentiation of these two levels of similarity is needed for a more detailed analysis of structures of protein. We searched for three dimension similarities in protein by modifying rules that define the topology of a structure.
Users of PACADE can represent biological knowledge of protein structures in a logical and declarative form and some iterative structures can be searched for efficiently.
It is advantageous as one can use the similarity index defined by the actual range of size of secondary structure, distance of mutual secondary structures and angle of mutual secondary structures. In this study, we aimed for validity of a rule-based similarity search, including a similarity index. A rigorous analysis of the effects of similarity index on Greek Key structure in serine proteinase wa made to examine the relatedness between similar structure and a range of similarity index.
SYSTEM AND METHODS

Basic Concept of Similarity Search
Similarity search mechanism in PACADE is based on the observation that each answer to a query can be characterized by the process of its derivation. In other words, an answer is equal to a conjunction of base facts used to derive it. Assume that the following rule for triangles and basal facts for angles are stored in a deductive database:
angle (line1a, line2a, 60) . angle(line2a, line3a, 60). angle(line3a, line1a, 60).
angle (line1b, line2b, 60 
Annotations in Rules and a Query
To search for answers similar to an object, PACADE has to allow a user to describe the following information, in addition to rules, query and base facts:
1. values considered in judgement of similarity (similarity criterion).
2. the extent of acceptable error in the judgement of similarity (error range).
3. the answers (objects) to which a user wants to search for the answers (objects) similar (target domain (objects)).
In the example in the previous subsection, similarity criteria are angles between two lines in a triangle. Error ranges are ±6 degrees. Target domain defines only one answer:
triangle(line1a, line2a, line3a).
which represents a specific object.
PACADE allows a user to describe such information in rules and query as annotations called prefixes. An example of prefixed query is below:
:-triangle(@line1a, @line2a, @line3a).
where @s are annotations called query prefixes added to the constants line1a, line2a
and line3a in the query. These prefixes are used to define target domain.
An example of prefixed rule is below:
where &+6-6&s are annotations called rule prefixes added to three variables about angles between two lines. These prefixes point out similarity criteria and error ranges to PACADE. In this example, &+6-6&s mean that 3 angles in a triangle are considered as similarity criteria and error ranges for them are all ±6˚.
Similarity Search Algorithm
Details on the similarity search algorithm in PACADE are shown in [Satou 93b] and only the outline of the algorithm is given here. Eexample of a triangle is used to illustrate behavior of the algorithm .
Input:
A query and a set of rules are given by a user. The query and some rules in the rule set are prefixed.
[example of a prefixed query]
/* the same as the prefixed rule in the previous subsection */ Preprocess: The preprocessor module generates the following queries and rules from input.
A non-prefixed query for the first search: Prefixes in the given query are removed. A new argument with a new variable is added to the query.
[example of a non-prefixed query for the first search]
:-triangle(line1a, line2a, line3a, R).
Search space of the first search is limited to target domain by the constants line1a, line2a and line3a.
A non-prefixed query for the second search: Prefixed constants in the given query are replaced by new variables which do not occur in the given query and differ from each other.
[example of a non-prefixed query for the second search]
:-triangle(X, Y, Z).
With this replacement, search space of the second search is not limited to the target domain.
Non-prefixed rules for the first search:
[example of a non-prefixed rule for the first search]
For readability, string constants are underlined in this rule. where the built-in predicate make_string_rule requires that the first argument is bound and the second argument is free. The first argument must be a list which is not nested. Elements of the list must be strings or bound variables. When make_string_rule is evaluated, elements of the list are examined. If the element is not string, then the value of the variable is changed into string. They are catenated with other string elements and the second argument R is bound to the catenated string.
The first search: using the query and the rules for the first search, the bottom-up evaluator searches for all answers.
[example of answers of the first search] triangle(line1a, line2a, line3a,
For each of answers, the process of derivation is memorized in the last argument added by the preprocessor. In other words, each of the answers is characterized in terms of process of derivation. The first search can be referred to as characterization search.
Rule generation: The rule generator makes rules for the second search from values of the last argument presented above.
The second search: Using the query and the rules for the second search, the bottom-up evaluator searches for all answers which match the query. Since the rules reflect characteristics of the answers of the first search, only similar answers are searched for.
[example of answers of the second search]
triangle(line1d, line2d, line3d).
Output: PACADE returns the answers of the second search.
Representation of protein structure
We symbolized proteins to simplify the complex protein structure according to super-secondary structures in protein (Richardson, 1981) . Units of protein structure were defined as three states of the secondary structures: α-helix, β-strand and coil. These three states express the unit named node, proteins could be represented by sequences of nodes.
Three relations named secondary_structure, min_distance and angle for representation of three dimensional structure are stored in the PACADE database in the form of fact. Examples of the relations are as follows:
secondary_structure(1, coil, 4, "a", "3rp2").
min_distance(2, "a", 34, "b", 37.268, "3rp2").
angle (8, "a", 10, "a", 5.999, 12.945, 81.623, -71.739, "3rp2") .
The arguments are explained below.
[secondary_structure]
In protein "3rp2", the 1st node of chain "a" whose type is a coil with 4 residues.
[min_distance]
In protein "3rp2", the minimum distance between the 2nd node in chain "a" and the 34th node in chain "b" is 37.268 Å. The minimum distance between two nodes, which have m and n residues respectively, is defined as the minimum one of the m x n kinds of distance among Cα atoms.
[angle] Angle is defined by the position and the angles(θ1 and θ2) between two spatial vectors that one is vector1 and the other is vector2, each of which represents direction of secondary structure, where the vector has the starting point at Cα of the 1st residue of the secondary structure and the ending point at Cα of the last residue in this structure.
position :
Vector1 is set on the y axis and its starting point is set on the origin. The position is defined as the x, y coordinate of the starting point of vector2 set on the xy plane. angle(θ1, θ2) :
Vector1 is set on the y axis and its starting point is set on the origin. The starting point of vector2 is set on the origin. Vector2 is projected onto the xy plane, which is fixed vector2'. The θ1 is defined as the angle between vector2' and vector1. Similarly vector2 is projected onto the yz plane, which is fixed vector2''. The θ2 is defined as the angle between vector2'' and vector1.
In protein "3rp2", the position between the 8th and the 10th nodes in chain "a" is 5.999 Å and 12.945 Å. The angle of the θ1 is 81.623 degrees and that of the θ2 is -71.739
degrees.
The information for data on secondary structures is not always included in Protein Data Bank files. We calculated this using program DSSP (Kabsch and Sander, 1983) applied to coordinate files in the April 1994 release of PDB (Bernstein et al., 1977) .
In the experiment below, we used the dataset which consisted of 186 proteins. To avoid redundant data in PDB files, we limited the kinds of protein to 186. This limitation was made based on the following criterion:
1. Eliminate data of non-polypeptide (DNA, RNA, etc.) and select data of non-model protein determined by X-Ray diffraction.
2. Choose data with the best resolution in case that there are data on identical proteins, in different resolutions.
Eliminate incomplete data:
· which include descriptions for unknown residues (UNK).
· which describe only Cα of residues in proteins.
4. Choose data for which the sequence has less than 80% identity to any other sequence. Protein sequences are compared using BLAST (Altscul et al., 1990 ).
Using the above relations, we built a standard rule set library for supersecondary structures which have a Greek key topology. As shown by Satou et. al. 1993c, even for the topological search of protein structures, a user can choose two ways of defining similarity. One is topological similarity, and the other is three-dimensional similarity. The following rule set is for three-dimensionally similar Greek keys:
greek_key(S1,S2,L,E,N,P) :-greek_even_r(S1,S2,L,E,N,P).
/* This rule and the following two rules integrate three kinds of Greek keys by renaming
three predicate names to the same one.
The variables S1,S2,L,E,N,P are bound to some values which identify a part of a protein (S1:first strand, S2:second strand, E:last strand, L:list of other strands, N:the number of strands, P:protein name). For example, if in the protein 2SBT there exists a 6-stranded
Greek key consisting of 6 strands numbered by 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20, 6 variables above are bound to 10, 12, [14,16], 18, 6 , and "2sbt", respectively .*/ greek_key(S1,S2,L,E,N,P) :-greek_even_l(S1,S2,L,E,N,P).
greek_key(S1,S2,L,E,N,P) :-greek_odd(S1,S2,L,E,N,P).
greek_even_r(S1,S2,L,E,4,P) :-hairpin(S2,S3,P), hairpin(S3,E,P), not_coils(S1,S2,P), neighbour(S1,E,P), double_anti_parallel(S1,E,P), L=[S3], double_min_distance(S1,S3, &+1-1&Ds1s3,P), double_min_distance(S2,E, &+1-1&Ds2e,P).
/* A 4-stranded (S1,S2,S3,E) Greek key consists of two hairpins sharing one strand (S3) and one strand (S1) near and anti-parallel to a strand (S2) at the end of the hairpins. This type of 4-stranded Greek key is called ``right-handed'', an extension of the predicate name ``_r'' stands for. Ds1s3 means the distance between S1 and S3, and Ds2e is similar. L=[S3] means that the list L contains only one element S3 because the number of strands is 4. */
greek_even_r(S1,S2,L,E,N1,P) :-greek_odd(S2,S3,L1,E,N,P), not_coils(S1,S2,P), neighbour(S1,E,P), double_anti_parallel(S1,E,P),
double_min_distance(S1,S2,&+1-1&Ds1s2,P), double_min_distance(S1,S3, &+1-1&Ds1s3,P).
/* An (2n)-stranded Greek key consists of two (2n-1)-stranded Greek keys sharing 2n-2 strands. This type of (2n)-stranded Greek key is also called right-handed. The predicatè`a ppend'' generate a list L by adding an element S3 into L1. */
greek_even_l(S1,S2,L,E,4,P) :-hairpin(S1,S2,P), hairpin(S2,S3,P), not_coils(S3,E,P), neighbour(S1,E,P), double_anti_parallel(S1,E,P), L=[S3], double_min_distance(S1,S3, &+1-1&Ds1s3,P), double_min_distance(S2,E, &+1-1&Ds2e,P).
/* This rule defines another type of 4-stranded Greek key called ``left-handed' ' and the extension of predicate name ``_l`` stands for it.*/
greek_even_l(S1,S2,L,E,N1,P) :-greek_odd(S1,S2,L1,E1,N,P), not_coils(E1,E,P), neighbour(S1,E,P), double_anti_parallel(S1,E,P),
double_min_distance(S2,E, &+1-1&Ds2e,P).
/* This rule defines left-handed and (2n)-stranded Greek key. It consists of a smaller Greek
key denoted by `` greek_odd(S1,S2,L1,E1,N,P)'' and a strand E. */ greek_odd(S1,S2,L,E,N1,P) :-greek_even_r(S1,S2,Lr,Er,N,P), greek_even_l(S1l,S2l,Ll,E,N,P), not_coils(A,B,P) :-not_coil(A,P), is_coil(A1,P), not_coil(B,P), A1=A+1, B=A1+1.
/* An (2n+1)-stranded Greek key consists of two (2n)-stranded
is_coil(X,P) :-second_structure(X,coil,&+15-15&Xnum,P).
not_coil(X,P) :-second_structure(X,strand,&+15-15&Xnum,P).
not_coil(X,P) :-second_structure(X,helix,&+15-15&Xnum,P).
neighbour(X,Y,P) :-double_min_distance(X,Y,&+6-6&Dxy,P), Dxy<20. In this rule set, error ranges for length of the helices, strands and random coils are set to ±15 amino acids, and on the distance of two adjacent strands or helices to ±6 Å, and so on. A user can readily change these values of error ranges by modifying the rule set. If a user gives a query with no constant bindings, evaluation of the query with the above rules will result in answers which all represent three-dimensionally similar Greek keys.
:-greek_key (S1, S2, L, E, N, P).
Choosing the other definition of similarity, that is, topological similarity, is easy because deleting all double_min_distance literals in greek_even_r and greek_even_l rules means a topological similarity search.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effect of error range on similarity of Greek Key
To investigate the effect of error range of parameters, such as angle, min_distance and length of coil, in the rule set for searching three dimensional similar structures, a global search for Greek Key structure was made, using various parameter values. A Greek Key structure in trypsinogen (4TPI), a serine proteinase, was selected as the target. A topological similar structure can be retrieved with a rule for searching topological similar structures. Two hundred and fifty-nine topological similar Greek Key structures were noted in 186 proteins.
Three dimensional similar Greek Key structures in 186 proteins could be retrieved with a rule for defining three dimensional structures, including adaptive error.
With focus on error range of the angle, the number of three dimensional similar Greek
Key structures decreased with decrease in error range of the angle ( Figure 1A ). Other parameters were set fairly large so as not to affect the parameter of the angle. The number of similar structures over ±100˚ in the error range of angle is nearly the same as the number of topological similar structures. In case of a low error range of the angle ( < ±30˚ ), similar structures on the three dimensional level could be searched for. All similar structures of 4TPI in the serine proteinase family were found at 30˚ in error range of the angle. Almost the same result was obtained by changing the error range of the min_distance ( Figure 1B ). The number of three dimensional similar Greek Key structures also decreased with decrease in min_distance parameter. The number of three dimensional similar structures over ±20Å is the same as the number of topological similar structures. In case of low error range of min_distance (±1Å ), all structures similar to 4TPI in the serine proteinase family could be idetifyed.
The result of search for similar structures, using a rule based on change in error range of the length of coil (number of residues) showd a similar tendency of the result of angle. The large error range (>±20 residues) allows one to find the same number of similar structures as the number of topological similar structure. According to the range of adoptive error, PACADE can retrieve a topological similar structure and a three dimensional similar structure without changing rules.
Similar Greek Key structures in the serine proteinase family
Fourteen serine proteinases are included in 186 proteins (Table 1) , and sequence homologies are shown in Figure 2A , the range is from 55.4% to 25.9% (identical match).
Serine proteinaseshave Greek Key structures. To examine the relationship of Greek Key structures in the serine proteinase family, similar structures were searched for in 186
proteins. The Greek Key structure in each serine proteinaise were chosen as a target and a search for similar structures was repeated 14 times using each rule. Table 1 -
As shown in Figure 2B ,2C and 2D, similar structures found in each search are represented by a straight line from the target protein. Figure 2B shows the linkage of structural homology in serine proteinaise, in low error range of angle (±15˚). Only 16
homological Greek Key structures ( 16 straight line ) were retrieved. When the error range of angle is ±30˚, the distance is ±1Å, and the length of coil is ±10 residues, all similar structures were found only in the serine proteinase family ( Figure 2C ). Similar
Greek Key structures in another family were found when the error range of angle was ±45˚, distance is ±1Å and length of coil is ±10 residues ( Figure 2D ). This is a Greek Key structure in hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase (1PHH). Over ±60˚ as error range of the angle, strong linkage to another protein in another family was noted.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fig.2 -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
With our rule, one can modify the error range of angle, min_distance and length of coil. Three dimensional similar structures are generally searched for in case of a low error range of parameters. High error range of parameters allows for a search of topological similar structures which are not so similar on three dimensional level. Figure   3 shows the difference of similar Greek Key structures. The global structure of Greek Key in the serine proteinase family is similar in shape, but the Greek Key structure found in 1PHH is differ from others in serine proteinase, this is considerd to be a topological similar structure. Ribbon shape indicates Greek Key structure. The Greek Key structure in hydroxybenzoate hydroxylase is topologically similar to structures of serine proteinases.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
